New Ultrasonic Tabletop Doppler ES-D5 and ES-D6 are the innovative development of Esse 3’s Fetal Doppler category. The advanced wireless technology truly brings freedom to OB clinical applications. The active noise reduction technology and improved Hi-Fi speakers assure a crystal clear FHR sound. Remote control probe and rolling stand serve you with perfectly convenient working environment that enables you to pay full attention to your patients. The ES-D Series integrates a crystal-clear informative display providing large-font value of FHR with advanced calculation technique to examine early pregnancies.

- Wireless transducer Only ES-D6
- Bluetooth technology Only ES-D6
- Rechargeable battery for the probe Only ES-D6
- Built-in recorder
- Dual high-fidelity speakers
- Provide 2MHz and 3MHz probe+
- Accurate FHR calculation
- Convenient remote control probe
- Eye-catching backlight LCD screen
- Complete carting and mounting solution
- Optional security lock
- Portable and lightweight design
- Auto shut off when no signal or no operation
- Long lasting rechargeable battery for the main unit